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KUWAIT: Fitch Ratings, one of the leading global
credit ratings agencies, has affirmed Kuwait
International Bank (KIB)’s Long-term Issuer Default
Rating (IDR) at ‘A+’ and viability rating (VR) at “bb-”,
with a stable outlook. This stable outlook on KIB’s
long-term IDR reflects the outlook on the Kuwaiti
sovereign rating.

In its report issued on 22 December 2020, Fitch
stated that KIB’s Issuer Default Ratings (IDRs)
reflect an extremely high probability of support from
the Kuwaiti authorities, if needed. This considers
Kuwait’s strong ability to provide support to domes-
tic banks, as reflected by its sovereign rating
(AA/Stable) and strong willingness to do so irre-
spective of the banks’ size, franchise, funding struc-
ture and the level of government ownership. Fitch
also added that key rating drivers include stable
funding, nominal domestic franchise, higher risk
appetite, asset quality and profitability under pres-
sure, adequate but declining capitalization.

Fitch stated that the bank’s fast growth and the
implementation of Basel 3 have reduced capitaliza-
tion levels and buffers over minimum requirements
but capital ratios continue to compare well with

peers. KIB successfully issued a $300 million perpet-
ual Tier 1 sukuk in June 2019 and a $300 million Tier
2 sukuk in November 2020 to boost its total capital
adequacy ratio and fund its growth.

Fitch mentioned that the Central Bank of Kuwait
operates a strict regime with good oversight, sound
supervision and active monitoring ensuring compli-
ance with prudential limits. These include Basel III
capital, leverage and liquidity requirements, as well
as financing caps and best practice corporate gover-
nance requirements. According to Fitch, a stronger
franchise and better profitability, lower financing
growth and concentrations, as well as a record of
stable asset quality would be positive for the VR.

Commenting about the ratings, Sheikh Mohamed
Jarrah Al-Sabah, Chairman of KIB, said: “This recent-
ly released credit rating reflects KIB’s distinctive
position and highlights our strong financial position,
as well as our sound growth and investment strategy.
This rating is also in line with Fitch’s report on the
Tier 2 Sukuk final “A-” rating - Fitch has also
assigned final A+’/’F1’ long- and short-term ratings,
respectively, to the program, which will apply only to
senior unsecured certificates to be issued under the

under the umbrella of this issuance program.” 
Al-Jarrah stressed that these distinct ratings help

KIB achieve its strategic objectives. “In addition to
consolidating its position as a leading Islamic Bank
over the long term, Fitch’s ratings help boost the trust
of our customers and shareholders and enhance the
Bank’s reputation in the market, which unlocks many
growth opportunities in the near future,” he said.

Raed Jawad Bukhamseen, Vice Chairman and
CEO of KIB, said: “The reality is that the global
banking industry must evolve in a way that is com-
patible with the future. From our side, we are com-
mitted to stay ahead of the curve and keeping up
with the rapid pace of change in our industry, which
is why we made major investments in upgrading our
IT infrastructure, streamlining systems and process-
es, and restructuring our operational model to pro-
vide customers with an enhanced digital experience.
We believe that this will eventually contribute
towards expanding our customer-base, thereby pro-
moting the Bank’s long-term growth and stability.” 

Bukhamseen further added: “We have always
been proud of our success and notable industry track
record, in addition to having garnered numerous

regional and international awards. For example, in
2020, we were honored to be recognized as the
“Fastest Growing Islamic Bank MENA” and the “Best
Shari’a Complaint Bank MENA” by CFI.co, for the
fourth and fifth years respectively. We are also proud
to have recently picked up the “Most Secure Bank in
Kuwait” Award and the “Best Islamic Bank” Award
from World Finance, the latter being an award we
have now received for the seventh consecutive time.”

Japan’s renewable 
energy sector 
seeks carbon
neutral windfall
TOKYO: Japan needs to boost renewable ener-
gy by reforming outdated policies on land use
and the national grid if it is to meet a new goal
of carbon neutrality by 2050, industry players
and experts say. Since announcing the 2050
target in November, Prime Minister Yoshihide
Suga’s government has pledged to spend $20
billion on green tech and set ambitious new
wind power targets.

But the world’s third-largest economy has a
lot of catching up to do, said Ken Isono, CEO
of renewable energy company Shizen Energy.
“Japan could be a leading country in solar, 15
years ago it used to be,” he said. “But I think
Japan lacked vision and so it got totally left
behind.”

Critics have long bemoaned a lack of ambition
in Japan’s policy, which currently aims for 22-24
percent of the country’s energy to come from
renewables by 2030. Around 17 percent already
came from renewables in 2017, and a combina-
tion of growth in the sector and a pandemic-
related fall in demand means Japan is on track to
meet its 2030 target this year.

Japan was the sixth-biggest contributor to
global greenhouse emissions in 2017, according
to the International Energy Agency. It relies
heavily on coal and liquefied natural gas, particu-
larly with many of its nuclear reactors still offline
after the 2011 Fukushima accident. Isono, whose
firm works in solar, wind and hydroelectric,
thinks the government should set a goal of “at
least 40 percent” renewable energy by 2030,
which he calls realistic rather than visionary.

Freeing up land 
But getting there will require concrete action,

particularly on land use, he argued. Japan is some-
times assumed to struggle with renewables
because its mountainous territory is ill-suited for
solar and wind installation. But Isono said that is
“an excuse”, pointing to the country’s comparative-
ly abundant abandoned and underutilized farmland.

“The average age of most farmers in Japan is
almost 70 years old. In five or 10 years, nobody
is going to be doing agriculture... How can we
create energy from that land?” he said. Isono
favors legal reforms to make it easier for munici-
palities to take over such land and use it for
renewable energy projects, an idea backed by
others in the sector and some in government.
Freeing up farmland would mostly benefit solar,
which dominates Japan’s renewable sector
because panels are comparatively easy to install
and maintain, and offer flexibility in terms of
project size.

But there are also some specific factors hold-
ing back other options, including wind power,
according to Mika Ohbayashi, director of the
Renewable Energy Institute, a think tank in
Tokyo. Wind projects are more efficient the larg-
er they are, but securing grid access for signifi-
cant output is a challenge, because Japan’s exist-
ing utilities dominate and “have restricted access
to decentralized renewables such as wind pow-
er”, she said.

And there are other barriers: wind projects
generating over 10 megawatts require an often
lengthy environmental assessment-the bar for
such assessment of coal-fired plants is 150
megawatts.

Offshore wind has been floated as an area for
potential renewable growth, with the govern-
ment now planning to generate up to 45
gigawatts by 2040. That is a massive jump from
the 20,000 kilowatts currently being produced,
and not everyone is convinced it is realistic.
“Unlike the EU market, there’s not very many
places that are suitable for wind generation,”
said Shinichi Suzuki, CEO of XSOL, a Japanese
firm specializing in solar panel installation and
operation. —AFP
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Virus success helps 
Taiwan buck global 
economic downturn 
TAIPEI: As the world’s economies reel from the
coronavirus pandemic, Taiwan is on track to end the
year clocking up enviable growth-a testament to the
island’s success in halting the deadly disease.
Throughout much of the year, shoppers have
thronged stores, restaurants have stayed busy, tourist
attractions have remained open and factories have
kept humming. In a remarkable contrast to compara-
ble industrialized economies, which have taken a bat-
tering, official projections forecast growth of 2.5 per-
cent in 2020.

“That probably will be the highest in the world,”
Lin Chu-chia, an economist at National Chengchi
University, told AFP. For the first time since 1991,
Taiwan is also set to outgrow its giant neighbor
China, where the virus first emerged but has now
also been largely vanquished.

The International Monetary Fund estimates China
will grow 1.9 percent this year, compared with a
global contraction of 4.4 percent.

Act fast 
Taiwan’s ability to weather the coronavirus has

centered on two crucial elements.  When the virus
first emerged, authorities made economically painful
and unpopular shutdown decisions early on. Borders
were shut, strict quarantine measures enforced and
carriers traced. As a result, Taiwan had no local infec-
tions for 253 straight days from early April. That
clean streak was broken on Tuesday when a woman
tested positive after coming into contact with a for-
eign pilot, prompting a scramble to contain the new
outbreak. 

But it was because the disease was essentially
defeated by the beginning of April that Taiwan’s
high-tech economy was in a unique position to roar

back. For decades, Taiwan has been the world’s pre-
mier destination for computer chip and electronics
manufacturing.

And at a time when vast swathes of the world
were suddenly forced to work or learn from home,
Taiwan’s factories were able to meet the soaring
demand. “The key drive for Taiwan’s economy is the
robust export growth,” Lin said. Exports soared to a
historic high of $32 billion in October, up 11 percent
on-year, with double-digit growth in major markets
including China and the United States, official data
showed.

November’s exports became the second highest
ever, with the annual total on course to break records
too. Earlier this month, Taiwan’s dollar was trading at
highs not seen since 1997.

Tech titans 
Topping the list of a string of tech companies that

registered record profits in the third quarter is
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co (TSMC),
the world’s largest contract microchip maker that
supplies Apple and other international brands.
TSMC’s net profit in those three months rose by over
a third on-year to $4.8 billion. Meanwhile its shares
soared over 50 percent since the beginning of the
year, propelling the stock market to new highs. 

Computer maker Acer saw revenues for its
Chromebooks and gaming hardware rise 94 percent
and 70 percent respectively, to lift net profit to its
highest in almost a decade. “We do see that the
demand is higher than our supply into the foresee-
able future,” said Acer CEO and chairman Jason
Chen.

There have inevitably been some victims.
The hotel and tourism trade has been hit hard by

the evaporation of international travel. Combined
revenue for listed hotels and tour operators in the
first 11 months of 2020 fell 43 percent from last year,
according to the Taiwan Stock Exchange. But the fall
could have been steeper had Taiwan suffered the
repeated lockdowns and restrictions seen in many
western countries.

‘Keen sense of crisis’ 
“I think it’s not just a coincidence that Taiwan’s econ-

omy can weather the pandemic,” general manager of
Taiwan Champ Manufacturing Andy Chen told AFP. His
company has been churning out face masks this year, its
revenue soaring 12-fold and production set to quadruple
to 700 million masks annually.  “Taiwanese companies
have a keen sense of crisis that makes them more adapt-
able to changes,” he said. Business for retailers, restau-
rants and domestic tourism has been steady since May. 

“We’ve already reached our sales target and we
expect a two-digit growth for this Christmas season
compared with last year,” said Jenny Chien, a public
relations manager for Gloria Outlets in northern
Taoyuan city. She said many people who couldn’t
take holidays abroad used their travel budget to go
on shopping sprees.  Others chose to put their mon-
ey in the stock market, like 47-year-old accountant
Jimmy Chang, who in just six months saw a nearly 20
percent return on his investment. “I think the bullish
trend will continue as Taiwan’s economy is growing
and life is going on as usual, in contrast with serious
outbreaks elsewhere in the world,” he said. —AFP

Venezuela’s oil 
unions accuse 
govt of persecution
CARACAS: Venezuela’s vital oil industry
is failing and the socialist government is
feeling the pressure, and now the regime
of President Nicolas Maduro is being
accused of lashing out at the sector’s
unions. In recent months, several union
leaders have been arrested, accused of
terrorism, sharing confidential informa-
tion and inciting hatred.

Venezuela is in the midst of a crip-
pling economic crisis that it is unable to
escape because its oil industry is oper-
ating at just one eighth of its capacity
from 12 years ago. Critics say the gov-
ernment doesn’t want anyone to know
it’s to blame for the demise. “The idea is
to neutralize the oil union movement by
force,” said Ivan Freites, director of the
federation of Venezuelan oil workers,
who has fled to neighboring Colombia.

Speaking to AFP by WhatsApp, the
57-year-old accused the government of
“political persecution.”

He slipped out of Venezuela secretly,
using a false identity and by breaking
through border fences put up due to the
coronavirus pandemic. “They were going
to come for me,” Freites said. On
November 18, military intelligence officers
arrested another oil union spokesman,
Eudis Girot. They accused him of terror-
ism and revealing secret information.

Four days before that, Guillermo
Zarraga-a colleague of Freites’s at the
Paraguana refinery, the largest in
Venezuela-was detained after an explo-
sion at the refinery that the government
claimed was a “terrorist attack.” Union
leaders, however, said it was due to
failed attempts to reactivate facilities
amidst a chronic fuel shortage that has
seen cars lining up for days at gas sta-
tions waiting to fill their tanks.

In January, two other union mem-
bers were arrested by members of the
National Guard during a workers’
assembly at the major El Palito refinery
in the northern Carabobo state. “In
Venezuela the criminalization of criti-
cal opinion and social protests is a
state policy, systematic and general-
ized,” said the human rights NGO

PROVEA in a 2019 report on the per-
secution of unions.

‘Destabilizing action’ 
Venezuela has been wracked by three

years of hyperinflation and has been in
recession for seven years. Citizens have
faced shortages of basic necessities such
as food and medicine while public serv-
ices regularly fail. —AFP

In this file photo taken on May 25, 2020 a worker of the Venezuelan state
oil company PDVSA looks at the Iranian-flagged oil tanker Fortune as it
docks at the El Palito refinery in Puerto Cabello in the northern state of
Carabobo, Venezuela. Venezuela’s vital oil industry is failing and the
socialist government is feeling the pressure, but now insiders claim the
regime of President Nicolas Maduro is lashing out at the sector’s unions.
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KEELUNG: This aerial photograph shows a cargo ship
(bottom) being loaded with containers at the harbor in
Keelung. While the world reels from the coronavirus
pandemic, Taiwan is on track to end the year clocking
up enviable economic growth — a testament to the
island’s success in halting the deadly disease. —AFP

ABK receives elite 
quality recognition 
award from JP Morgan
KUWAIT: Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK),  was
recently awarded with the  ‘Elite Quality Recognition
Award 2020’ for its operational excellence in
Straight-Through-Processing (STP) rates for the
2019 calendar year, by leading global financial institu-
tion JP Morgan. The award acknowledges ABK’s out-
standing achievement of a 98.42 percent STP rate,
which is the result of consistent, high quality perform-
ance and standards in the transferring of USD funds. 

In line with the global guidelines for COVID-19
safety precautions, JP Morgan organized a digital
award ceremony to honor ABK with certificates
and plaques. Established in 1997, JP Morgan

Quality Recognition Awards honor US dollar clear-
ing institutions that meet or exceed the stringent

criteria for STP of international payment and set-
tlement transactions. 


